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WILD HUNT
BY JANINE A. SOUTHARD
“In ‘Wild Hunt,’ Janine layers Germanic myth and a hardboiled detective’s
voice to spin an astonishingly clever romp of a tale. Delinquent pixies,
mistletoe like ‘milky miniature eyeballs,’ and quirky clues lead Tyson
Wallenstein—a preternatural sleuth in polarized sunglasses—on a hunt
through a kitschy, snowbound landscape. With a little skill and a lot of tingling in his dead bones, Tyson might crack the case...unless he kills the
perpetrator and eats his soul instead.”
–Maia Chance

What do you hunt, little lamb, little lamb?
When the night darkens early
And ghosts roam the land.
What do you hunt?

M

y dead bones rumbled, signaling a supernatural
crime nearby. The miniscule vibrations were
barely shivers but still evident. No long-timer in
our company would bother with such a tiny
tingle, but it could be my chance. I’m Tyson Wallenstein, the
newest member of the Wild Hunt. Just died last year.
So when we rode past a cottage on the snowy forest’s
edge—black horses galloping in the black night, our black
dogs baying and howling—I paused. The rest of the Hunt
slowed with me.
A few old ones snorted, and no Hunt dog trotted up to
join my investigation. King Herla, however, said only, “Good
luck, Tyson. We’ll check in with you at the next mid-night.”
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Then the rest of the Wild Hunt galloped away, leaving
me alone at my crime scene. They were after larger game, on
the trail of some delinquent pixies whose families had begged
King Herla for his help. Of course he’d agreed. King Herla
was on a crusade to make the Hunt more useful to the
supernatural community. Even if those pixies were just
spray-painting winter gardens or eating the life force of one
little farm’s sheep, he was hunting them down and bringing
them to justice.
In the old days, the Wild Hunt had chased beautiful
women and trolled disrespectful human men. So they told
me. These days, we recoiled from stalking unwilling ladies or
“gifting” plague-ridden carcasses to anyone who didn’t lower
their eyes when we passed.
We still have to hunt something. Changing times have
meant changing prey, and now we’re the best detectives
you’ll ever meet.
At least, the others are. I’ve only been with the Hunt a
year, so I’m still learning. The fact that they left me alone on
this case...either King Herla believes I’m going to prove
myself worthy, or none of the long-timers want to hitch their
star to my blazing comet.
I left my centuries-dead horse to stamp his black hooves
alongside the disappearing human footprints in the snow. My
rumbling bones had led me to a wooden cottage, and I
stepped inside a classical-Christmas party zone.
Next to an antique sideboard bearing a sticky punch
bowl, an old-fashioned Yule log crackled in the brick fireplace. The oaky smoke gave a Christmassy texture to the
décor even if the place was clearly warmed with central
heating. Strings of lights dripped from the ceiling highlighting the nutshells abandoned on the wooden floor. Pinecone
wreaths adorned every single door, and red-and-white
stockings hung over the fireplace.
And the ubiquitous mistletoe? It was stuffed in a dead
man’s mouth.
The body lay on the leather couch under a nubby
blanket, and I checked him out as best I could without
moving him too much. Some human investigator might be
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along later, and I didn’t want to mess up the crime scene
before a forensic scientist had a chance at it.
If only I had my own forensic scientist! Someone who
could do DNA typing or, failing that, some fingerprinting.
But I was with the Wild Hunt, not some city’s police
department. I didn’t have a crime lab backing me up. What I
did have was a single day, so I had to get to it. No use
wishing for mundane intervention that wasn’t coming.
Other than the mistletoe weeping translucent berries
onto the floor like milky miniature eyeballs, nothing on the
body seemed immediately out of place. The victim’s red
button-up shirt bore amber stains at the cuffs, and a naked
toe peeked out from underneath the blanket’s fringe. I
sniffed at the shirt’s stains and reared back with eyebrows
that could’ve crinkled my brain with how far up they flew.
The spots carried the sickly sweetness of black rum, but
black rum was black. It was kind of a defining characteristic.
That meant something serious mixed into the punch had
changed its hue. But whether it was poison, tequila, or food
coloring, I had no idea.
A Hunt dog could’ve done more with the stains—
smelling or licking—but it was just me on the scene. Just
Tyson Wallenstein, the newest member of the Wild Hunt.
On the table next to the body lay a tumbler half-full of
potent amber liquid. Next to it a white plastic inhaler
mocked the victim’s permanent inability to breathe. It
certainly looked like an accident, like a boring human had
died of asthma in his sleep after too much drinking and
foolishly putting mistletoe in his mouth. The berries are toxic,
buddy. Not that it mattered when he was already dead.
But it couldn’t be an accident. Not with the rumbling in
my bones...not with my reputation among the Hunt at stake.
If I couldn’t solve this crime, I’d be mocked at best. At
worst, I’d be shunned from the investigative arm and join the
subset of Hunter who could never touch the ground again
without crumbling to dust.
But if I did solve it, I might get my own hound. Clearly
King Herla believed I had a chance, or else he wouldn’t have
left me here while he chased the delinquent pixies.
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ESCAPE FROM OLD YORKTOWN
BY G. CLEMANS
Do you remember those field trips in school where you visited a “real life”
working medieval village? A place full of characters strumming lutes,
juggling knives for the king, and functioning in tight corsets? Take that
memory and make it a working Victorian village, then lob in a runaway teen
and a rising revolution. If you’ve ever worked a faire or living village, you’ll
recognize the sarcastic bite and humor to this story, and if you haven’t,
well...you’ll learn to appreciate those who do!
–Raven Oak

W

e wish you a Merry Christmas, we wish you a Merry
Christmas...” Lizzie struggled to put spirit in her
voice as she harmonized with the rest of the
young women. The yellow gas-glow of a streetlamp couldn’t melt the snowflakes that settled on their capes
and mantles. For once she was grateful for her green velvet
bonnet. Passersby paused on the sidewalk to listen to the
carolers before ducking into the various charming shops that
lined the street.
Lizzie snuck her I.G. datapad out from her white muff.
No Inter-Galactic texts. Of course. Sometimes she wondered
if this backward planet’s policy of scrambling I.G. waves was
set up just to make her life miserable.
Beside her, Meghan (Little Miss “I’m So Authentic”)
jabbed an elbow into Lizzie’s side without missing a note.
Lizzie glared down at the petite, ash-haired girl. What was up
with Meghan’s sickeningly angelic face?
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She must practice in a mirror making her mouth into a
perfect, lovely O.
Lizzie shoved her pad back into the muff, faked a smile,
and finished the song with the rest of the group. “...And a
Happy New Year!”
Mrs. Harader, the round-faced, round-bodied
entertainment manager, smiled at the tourists. “Thank you
for visiting Old Yorktown where the spirit of Victorian
Earth is alive and well. Please stop by our seasonal Christmas
boutique. Enjoy your evening!”
The plump woman’s red plaid dress swished as she
turned back to the choir of teenage girls. “Thank you, ladies.
Break time. Be back here in thirty minutes.”
Thank the freakin’ stars. Lizzie found her best friend
Cab and linked arms with her. Sure, it was officially
recommended behavior for Yorktown employees to stroll
arm in arm—it looked all quaint and chummy for the
tourists—but she and Cab did it because it was the best way
to quietly mock everything around them.
They sauntered right down the street, avoiding the sidewalk crowded with visitors who came to the faux Victorian
village for holiday shopping and old-fashioned (boring) fun.
Even though Lizzie had moved to Earth over three years ago
after her mom had gotten the job as town manager, she still
couldn’t believe how many people came from around the
galaxy for a glimpse into old timey life.
Lizzie’s heavy green skirt pushed against Cab’s sky blue
one. She dropped her voice. “Hey, you wanna go have a
smoke? I nicked some cigs from the tobacconist shop.”
Cab grinned at her, flashing the space between her teeth
that Cab hated but Lizzie loved. It kept her from looking too
perfect. Even the ridiculous sky blue bonnet worked on Cab,
framing her blue eyes and blond hair. Lizzie had to admit
Mrs. Harader had chosen Cab’s costume well.
Still, Lizzie couldn’t stand the way they were dressed up
like dolls. Mrs. Harader had chosen the green for Lizzie
because “it brought out her auburn hair and hazel eyes.”
Disgusting.
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They were all just part of the scenery, figurines in a lifesized diorama that was completely irrelevant to the big,
exciting universe out there.
Cab whispered, “Why, Elizabeth Braynor, smoking? I
am so shocked I practically have the vapors.”
The cardinal rule was to stay in character while at work.
And smoking was definitely not in character for Victorian
ladies.
Cab continued, “But seriously, you know Mrs. Harader
would smell smoke and then dock us for costume cleaning.
And I’m really close to having enough money for an I.G.
transport ticket.” She paused. “Sorry, Lizzie. I really wish you
could escape for a while, too.”
“Me, too, but I’m broke. Besides, you know my mom
never wants me to go anywhere.” Lizzie sighed. “Although
sometimes I wonder if she’d even know if I took off, she’s
so busy with Yorktown business. She’s like this weird
combination of overly protective and totally absent mom.”
“It takes a lot to run this place, I guess.”
They stopped in the middle of Main Street, the intersection of the T-shaped town. Main Street ran along the top of
the T; visitors entered from the west, taking shuttle busses
from the flight station a few miles away. The long vertical of
the T led south to Queen’s Bridge and into the village green
beyond.
“Let’s not talk about the formidable Harriet Braynor
for a while,” Lizzie said. “How about we go out to the green
and pretend we’re on a planet far, far away. I’m going bonkers tonight.”
They waited for a horse-drawn buggy to roll by, then
hurried across the street and down the narrow road to
Queen’s Bridge. The long, timbered span, rife with icy
patches, took a while to cross.
Stepping off the bridge, they strolled toward the gazebo
at the edge of the village green. During Post Fusion
Reconstruction, the town planners had done it right, creating
a perfect sightline from the center of Main Street, across the
bridge to the gazebo, and out to the field beyond. It was all
so goddamned picturesque.
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They walked onto the snowy field. The cold seeped
further into Lizzie’s laced-up boots. In summer, a country
faire (yes, faire with an “e”) was held here, but now it was
just a flat expanse of white, bordered by a row of trees on
the far side.
“I know all this gets to you,” Cab said, “But it really is a
beautiful night.”
The snow had stopped falling and white stars peeked
through the clouded night sky. Lizzie missed her home
planet, Kepler. She missed electric raves and flightpod travel.
She missed lightweight, temp-controlled, form fitting outfits.
She missed hanging out with people who had new opinions
and galactic perspectives.
But Cab was right: Earth was a beautiful planet.
Beautiful. Quiet. Boring.
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ODYSSEUS FLAX & THE KRAMPUS
BY MAIA CHANCE
Christmas legends aren’t all sugarplums and stuffed stockings. As with most
myths, joyful rituals and promised gifts intermingle with sinister warnings
and terrible fates. In “Odysseus Flax & the Krampus,” Maia Chance invites
us to a village celebration of the Krampus, a judgmental, devilish forbearer
to today’s jovial Santa Claus. Instead of a toy-laden sack, the Krampus
carries an empty basket, on the hunt for misbehaving girls and boys. Chance
tempers this menacing vision with her thrillingly charming style and a likable
hero with his own moral complexities. At heart, it is a winter’s tale, reminding us that darkness—at times—is more present than light.
–G. Clemans

E

veryone has their own notion of Hell on earth, and
for Odysseus Flax, Hell was traveling sickness.
The steam train snaked deeper and deeper into
the Alps—what country was this? Odysseus didn’t
care—hugging mountainsides, plummeting in and out of
tunnels, churning over precarious trestle bridges. In flashes
he glimpsed ravines and outcroppings lit and shadowed in
mysterious ways, and then they were gone.
He leaned his forehead on the velveteen seat in front of
him, eyes squeezed shut, his spatial imagination in
cartwheeling freefall inside his skull. Lord, he did not wish to
vomit. He already had assessed his belongings as potential
sick receptacles and had concluded that since his valise
contained all of his earthly possessions, and he required his
coat in December, his bowler hat must suffice. And he had
only the one hat.
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The track descended—or did it rise?—and then locked
into a series of loops and—truly?—spirals. Odysseus began
to perspire in odd places—the back of his hands, his chin.
His jaws panged with saliva. Vomiting was inevitable; he
fumbled for his hat.
Then, a chink of light in the black ceiling of Hell: the
train screeched to a stop.
Odysseus lifted his head. Outside the window a snowy
slope rose up, pillared with black wet trees. Wilderness out
there, and a chamber in a baroness’s castle waiting for him
miles and miles down the track.
A few people were filing out of the train carriage, all
bundled up. Through the opposite window Odysseus saw a
neat little station with a sign that read KIEFERTAL. So,
maybe not total wilderness, but close.
Nausea rocked him again, and suddenly a featherbed in
a baroness’s castle didn’t sound half so tantalizing as a breath
of fresh air. Odysseus clamped on his hat, grabbed his valise,
and leapt off the train just as it was gearing up once more
into infernal motion.
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OL’ ST. NICK
BY RAVEN OAK
You’ve heard of locked room mysteries, but how about a locked spaceship?
Raven Oak shows us how petty realities could extend into grand futures. She
gives us organized crime, a host of unreliable characters, derelict spaceships,
and the death of a Santa. What more could a space sorta-pirate ask for?
–Janine A. Southard

Jolly Old Saint Nicholas,
Lean your ear this way;
Don’t you tell a single soul
What I’m going to say,
Christmas Eve is coming soon;
Now my dear old man,
Whisper what you’ll bring to me;
Tell me if you can.
When the clock is striking twelve,
When I’m fast asleep,
Down the chimney broad and black
With your pack you’ll creep;
All the stockings you will find
Hanging in a row;
Mine will be the shortest one;
You’ll be sure to know.

Original lyrics as published in 1881
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T

he hole-riddled ship reminded me of my Gran—
broken and just a touch too old to remain in an everchanging world. I’d seen many a battered ship, but
standing on the bridge with nothing but a spacesuit
between me and possible—scratch that, probable—death, set
my stomach turning.
Two walls of the bridge were intact, though their
computer displays—the undamaged ones, anyway—lay
unresponsive. I floated near a hole as tall as me. Something
had ripped its way through the transport ship’s shields and
into the hull.
Treaty negotiations between Earth and the New
Jhovens left union crews unwilling to contract with
freelancers like me. That left me with salvage work like this.
The creepiest kind of work.
Creepy or not, this job was perfect. Honest theft as
these folks had no need of their ship anymore. Besides, we
needed this gig. If I had to eat another protein bar for
dinner, I’d be tempted to abandon my own damned ship.
Maybe it was too perfect. A ship that size, you’d expect
someone to miss her or at least miss her crew. If nothing
else, word of the attack should have reached someone.
Yet the Lucky Fish stood empty—except my meager
crew who floated about searching for anything worth selling
or using to repair my ship, The Perffaith.
Jake’s shadow darkened the computer display in front of
me. “Fight like this, makes me wonder if there’s injured on
board.”
Half-fix-this, half-carry-that, Jake was my go-to man,
though currently he was my dig-for-parts man as we combed
the bridge of the Lucky Fish.
“Body scans came up negative for life forms. If anyone’s
injured, they’re long past needing our help, Jake.”
“As we boarded, Lissa said she thought there might be
unfriendlies on board. Maybe left over from the fight.”
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When I turned, his spacesuit’s helmet light nailed me
directly in the face. I winced, and he tapped a button at his
wrist to dim it. “Sorry, Captain,” he said.
“If you’re that concerned, run another scan.”
Jake passed me his handheld. “Can’t. Scanner’s dead
again.”
No heat sources registered, and I swore.
“There are all manner of species that don’t read right on
our scanners—provided they work—so no sense in being lax
with security, sir.”
I winced at his paraphrasing. “Remind me to give you
the job if I ever need a new security officer. You nailed
Lissa’s deadpan perfectly.” Her uptight personality used to
be a boon. Now it was just a reminder of our past.
The thick, synthetic fibers of my suit protected my
fingers from the jagged metal hole in front of me. Jake pulled
himself closer until he reached my side, his blond dreads
mashed up against his sweaty face inside his helmet. “This is
one battle I’m sure glad we missed.”
Despite the fresh shave, my black scalp itched as sweat
trickled down my jaw. I glanced at Jake’s dreads again.
“Itchy?” he asked.
“Yeah. Must be time to switch out the filters.” Yet
another thing to add to my growing list of repairs-to-makewhenever-we-have-money-again.
“Maybe the Lucky Fish will have the parts.” Jake’s
breathing was loud in my helmet speakers. “I’m glad they
ain’t here. The stiffs, I mean. Hate when we hafta work
around dead folks.”
“Open channel two to The Perffaith,” I spoke into my
helmet, which buzzed in response. The channel light flipped
to green, connecting me to my chief engineer. “Zac, any luck
talking to the computer over here? Or getting her to power
up?”
My helmet crackled, and when Zac answered, his voice
was louder and clearer than before. “Nope. Something
must’ve blown out the system. I’ll need to hop on over to see
what’s the—”
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“Negative, Zac. Remain on board The Perffaith. Close
channel two.” I flipped a power switch beside me several
times with no response. “Gut what you can, Jake. The bridge
is a loss. But keep a lookout for the black box.”
He removed the protective glass from a panel and set to
stripping the innards of wires and circuits that didn’t show
obvious char-marks.
If I could find the black box, maybe I could sort out her
last moments...The panel’s sliding door below me was fused
together. I pushed away from it and floated across to the
more intact portion of the bridge. One console bore a few
scorch marks but little else. The cover almost fell off in my
hands, but its insides were a mess of wires. No box.
“Open channel four.” When the light lit, I asked, “Hey,
Seb, how’s it looking in the cargo hold?”
There was a delay in either the comm or his response.
Maybe the Lucky Fish was bouncing the signal around. Or
maybe our suits sucked. I resisted the urge to rip off my
helmet as static crackled in my ears and set them ringing.
“...Salvaged one crate...moved onto....”
“Did you catch any of that, Jake?” I asked.
Shoulder deep in computer hardware, he mumbled,
“Said something ’bout salvaging a crate.”
How helpful.
“Captain, we have an issue.” Seb’s voice rang too sharp
in my ears.
“Report!”
“There is someone unexpected on the ship. A survivor
perhaps.”
Either the scanners had gone belly up again, or I needed
a new first mate. Sweat rolled down my back, and the suit
adjusted its humidity levels to compensate. “Where?”
“Unknown, Captain. The heat signature is sporadic.”
“Zac—” There was no response on channel two.
“Locate Officer Zac Curtis.”
A squeal let loose in my helmet. Channel five pulsed
before autoconnecting. “Captain?”
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“Why are you on a suit channel? Hurry up and shut the
cargo doors on The Perffaith, Zac. I don’t need anyone getting
any ideas like making off with our ship.”
“No-can-do, Captain. I just boarded the Lucky Fish to
help track our mystery person.”
Shit. No one could’ve survived on this ship full of holes.
That left other salvagers. Folks likely to shoot first and ask
questions later. I figured at most we might run across some
space critter or another—usually did on a salvage trip—but
nothing humanoid or weapon-carrying.
But then, derelicts and wounded ships attracted the
most unsavory types, didn’t they?
No misplaced shadows outside the bridge. I snatched a
serrated hunk of metal debris floating in front of me and
shielded myself as I pushed my way along the corridor. Zac,
my chief engineer, met me and Jake at the junction between
Hallway A and Corridor C.
Zac gripped a piece of a wooden crate. He’d come from
the left instead of the right, and I frowned.
Besides being an excellent engineer, the goofy guy had
been my best friend since childhood. He must have guessed
my thoughts as he said, “I rechecked the cargo hold on my
way to you.”
The corridor to engineering was as empty as those to
the bridge had been. Outside the engine room, Lissa stood
guard. The spacesuit hid her muscular frame, but she was
imposing enough with the chill across her face.
“Jake, is Seb showing up on the scanner?” I asked.
Jake slapped the device. “Is now.”
“You and Zac intercept him. I don’t want him tracking
this heat source alone.”
I didn’t have to add, too inexperienced. Both pulled themselves down the corridor. I stuck my head inside the engine
room. My other engineer was waist deep in engine parts. Too
busy to notice anything but chipsets and circuitry.
I drifted back into the hall and asked Lissa, “Seen
anything or anyone?”
“Nothing yet.”
“Stay with the crew members here.”
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“But—”
I held up my hand and she tsked, something she did
more often than I liked. Before she could voice her opinion,
my speakers squawked in my ear. “Captain, we’ve got a
problem.”
“What is it, Zac?”
Silence made me hurry—as much as one could in a
spacesuit.
More popping and sputtering from my speakers. Zac’s
voice returned, halting my forward propulsion. “We found
Seb. Damned heat source vanished.”
“Vanished? Equipment malfunction?”
I’d replaced all the handheld scanners’ memory chips
last month. Cheap New Jhovensian shit.
“Worse. Our heat source is freshly dead.”
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BEVEL & TURN
BY G. CLEMANS
Family curses are hardest on the young—not always so in this folktale
inspired piece! A high school loner’s survival depends on competence and
riddles, and she has that same old-fashioned competence her ancestors did:
crafting with her hands. G. Clemans explores compulsions, and her genre
combination of YA with Germanic folk-telling blends to make the perfect
backdrop. What compulsories of genre must she work within, and which
does she ignore?
–Janine A. Southard

T

he chisel bucked and shimmied in Georgia’s hand,
but she held it tight against the block. As the chunk
of wood spun around the mechanical lathe, chips
flicked away from the bit, releasing an earthy, bitter

smell.
Georgia turned off the lathe, pushed the oh-sofashionable safety goggles on top of her head, and glanced at
the clock on the other side of the cavernous classroom.
Crap. The bell was going to ring soon for lunch. If Mr.
Peterson would only leave the shop open, she could stay and
work. She was running out of time before winter break and
she really, really wanted to finish this project. No. She needed
to finish. Every bone in her body told her to keep carving.
Besides, working through lunch would be better than
sitting by herself in the cafeteria. Even if she wanted to hang
out with the stinky stoners and arts slackers who took woodshop, they didn’t want to hang
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out with her. Somehow, over the last three years, the kids in
her high school had decided she was a weird loner, the only
girl who took woodshop for every elective, every semester.
They were right, of course. Her aunt had said it was
hereditary—a family tree of obsessive craftspeople and
unlucky misfits. At least five of her ancestors had lost limbs
or digits in accidents that were never quite explained.
Apparently, her parents were the most well-adjusted of
the bunch. They were pulled-together, successful, ambitious.
They had all their fingers and toes. They claimed Georgia
was just like them—reasonably smart and relatively goodlooking. Just that morning, her mom had said again,
“Georgie, maybe if you styled that brown mane and tried a
little, you’d have more friends.”
But she didn’t want to try. Didn’t feel capable of
wanting to try. Never really had. And it had been even worse
since Auntie Ash had vanished during Georgia’s freshman
year. No one had gotten her like her aunt.
Georgia tightened the elastic band that valiantly held her
thick dark hair in a ponytail. A ponytail was a hairstyle, right?
She abandoned the electric lathe and walked over to the
worktable she shared with the sandy-haired new guy.
After lining up the freshly carved spindle next to the
other finished pieces, she checked everything against her
plans. She breathed out, “Crap.”
The new guy lifted his head. “Wassup?”
His question jolted her. She was used to being ignored.
His dark blue eyes sent a tingle through her. Her eyes
slammed down to her sketches. She murmured, “Oh, I
screwed something up. No big deal.” There. She’d offered an
explanation and a closure to the exchange. Done.
But he slid off his stool, ambled to her side of the table,
and leaned over to see her notebook, which was filled with
sketches and loose sheets of instructions she’d printed off
the Internet.
He said, “I’m new to woodshop, but who knows, maybe
I can help. Wassup?”
What was up with this guy and his “Wassups”?
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The other day she’d been vaguely intrigued that a new
kid had joined woodshop at the very end of the semester, but
mostly she was perturbed that she had to share a worktable.
Now, here he was, standing so close that his arm brushed
against her baggy gray sweatshirt.
She jabbed a finger at a sketch of a Christmas whirligig
composed of a simple A-frame with a propeller on top. If all
went well—which it wasn’t—heat from candles around the
base would turn the propeller, and a little scene of carved
figurines would spin around.
“Um, you see this propeller? I’ve already shaped the
blades and this center hub that they attach to, but I cut the
notches at the wrong angle so the whole thing is backwards.”
He picked up the wooden hub. A prick of annoyance
went through her. He was touching her stuff.
“Can’t you just flip it over?” he asked.
“No, I’ve already carved the finial on top and a hole at
the base for the spindle, see? It looks simple, but it took
forever. Dammit. And now I have to make another one.”
Now there was no way she’d finish before winter break.
Her parents would never let her work on it at home, and
Georgia had decided that she absolutely had to have a
Christmas whirligig of her own. She couldn’t explain it; she
just kept brooding about her missing aunt and the now-instorage family heirloom—an elaborate three-tiered Christmas
tower. She had decided to make one of her own, as a kind of
modest, really modest, homage.
The boy picked up a blade and inserted it into a notch in
the hub. Just like that, he was fiddling with her project. She
blurted out, “Hey!”
His eyebrows shot up and he put the pieces down. “Oh,
sorry, did I break woodshop protocol? I change schools a
lot, and I never know what the unspoken rules are.”
Her cheeks were warm. “Oh, I don’t think it’s a rule or
anything. It’s just me—I’m kind of obsessed with this.”
“Well, the apology still stands.” His fingers hovered near
the pieces. “I was just trying to wrap my head around your
problem.”
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“Which one?” Whoa, she’d attempted to make a joke. A
surprised smile played on her lips.
He returned the smile. “Let’s stick with the propeller
problem for now.”
He swiveled his gaze between the blade jutting out of
the hub and her drawing. “Okay, this might be a dumb
question, but if you still used this hub and stuck all the blades
in, then the whole thing would still work right?”
She nodded. “But it would go the wrong direction.”
“Well, what makes it the wrong direction?”
Now her cheeks got really hot. Her aunt had always
insisted that their family whirligig must turn clockwise, which
made sense because that’s the direction that the little
characters were facing. She managed to speak. “Well, every
Christmas whirligig I’ve ever seen goes clockwise. But I
guess I could glue the figurines onto the platform facing the
other direction.”
“Exactly.” He grinned. “And what did you call it? A
whirligig? Aren’t they usually called Christmas pyramids?”
“You’ve seen these things before?”
“Yeah, they’re big in Germany. We lived there for years.
Mom’s in the service. They’re called Weihnachtspyramide.”
She tried to pronounce it, “Vy-nox-peer-uh-mee-duh?”
“Close enough.”
Georgia tilted her head to consider this wavy-haired boy
who had every appearance of a skater dude. “Huh.”
“Huh, what?”
Dammit, she was blushing again. “Oh, nothing. It’s just,
um, interesting that you lived in Europe. I haven’t been
anywhere.”
“So, if you could go anywhere, where would you want to
go?”
What was happening? This was veering away from
woodshop problem-solving into what, a conversation? She
didn’t know what to answer or how to answer, and he was
looking at her with those damned blue eyes.
The bell rang. Thank God.
Mr. Peterson made his usual announcement. “Okay,
people. Turn ’em off, clean ’em up, and get the heck out.”
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Georgia placed the whirligig parts in her cubby below
the worktable, shoved her sketchbook into her backpack,
and bolted for the door.
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DEATH NODE
BY JANINE A. SOUTHARD
Time travel is a well-worn path in literature. And for good reason—we
delight in being transported to places forbidden to us by the laws of physics.
In “Death Node,” Janine A. Southard plays with the possibilities, creating a
mysterious past from which multiple futures grow—futures that are, in fact,
the protagonist’s present. Theorist Christoph Bode calls these possibilities
“future narratives,” not because they all exist in the future, but because
variable stories unfold from a single “node” in a nonlinear way. Southard’s
deliciously ominous “Death Node” spins time backward, forward, and upon
itself, compelling us to think about alternate realities, fate, and the
possibility—and impact—of free will.
-G. Clemans

Williamsburg, VA – 2525 – 09:57:33am

D

etective Marie Postrel is going back in time today.
She’s studied her twenty-first century slang and
grown her hair long. She’s been briefed on the
tech. She and her partner, Ryan Chu, have taken all
the intertemporal trainings. She has memorized the dossier
on Richard B. Miller, unresolved death victim and the First
Senator’s publicly mourned brother.
Her mission is to find out what really happened while
keeping the timeline pure. There can be no paradoxes.
As her soon-to-be contemporaries might say: screw that.
With all the glories of time travel, they still haven’t fixed
the dystopian present, but maybe it won’t stay dystopian for
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long. After ten years with the Williamsburg Protectorate
Division, it’s finally her turn to go back and right a wrong.
Her turn to fix up society.
Even if that’s not her official mission.
The captain calls the detectives into his office, voice
cutting through the clatter of disgruntled informants and
trilling communication chimes. “Postrel and Chu,” he says,
“We’ve got a special treat for you today.” He says it like he
knows just how much she’s gonna hate it. “Now, word came
down from the top that we had to send you back. You two
aren’t the best or the most senior, so I hope you’re going
because someone noticed you. You don’t let politics stand in
the way of your investigations, and that’s something special
down here.”
Just mentioning politics is the closest they get to treason in
Williamsburg. Everyone who works on the city’s south side
is a fanatical separatist, but you can’t say that out loud. Just in
case. So why is the captain bringing it up today?
Postrel can’t ask, of course. “Yes, sir,” she says instead.
She does try to be fair above all things. Without the rule
of law, all would be lost. Humans live in society, thus they
need a systematic way to make it better. A way to make more
people happy and healthy.
A way like time travel, though it didn’t seem like anyone
had used it for such a purpose. Or maybe they had, and the
unaltered timeline had something worse than the First
Senator, overlord-extraordinaire for almost five hundred
years. Damn, that’d be depressing.
Chu, for his part, just stares straight ahead. His body
slumps with boredom, but his eyes betray his excitement
about joining the ranks of TimeCrime-certified detectives.
Chu hasn’t shut up about joining the TimeCrime Bureau in
Tampa since their second week of intertemporal training.
Like it’s a pep talk, the captain says, “I know you’re
thinking about the way we lost the last pair of time-trained
detectives from this division. They’ve left a hole and we’ll all
miss them, but we’ll find out what happened to them soon.
Don’t worry about them. Just do your job. Sampson and
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Rodriguez made a mistake somewhere is all. You two know
what you’re doing. You’ll be fine.”
If Sampson and Rodriguez stay missing much longer,
they’ll have to hold a funeral. It isn’t fair to their families
otherwise. Postrel hasn’t seen any news about Sampson and
Rodriguez—Men Missing in Time!—anywhere. What other
time machine malfunctions hasn’t she heard about?
The boss says, “Now for the honor. The First Senator
himself is coming to give your final briefing before you go
through.”
“When, sir?” Maybe she can leave before he gets here.
He tips back in his chair. “Ten o’clock.” Two minutes
from now. “I expect you to be polite.”
He means he expects her to refrain from killing the
maniac. She’s never been close to the First Senator, and she
has plans for just how to cut him down in case it ever
happens, like any good separatist would. And now it’s
happening, and there’s nothing she can do. She’s talented,
probably deadly, but even she doesn’t want to take on the
First Senator with only her bare hands. No one knows how
he’s stayed alive so long; normal people die at sixty.
The First Senator, the only senator she’s ever lived
under, strides through the Protectorate Division’s front
doors. Framed by the boss’s office window, he looks like a
movie star with a tightly trimmed beard that can’t hide his
chin’s pointiness. All his hair is halfway white. Thin lines
drag from his deep brown eyes, and he wears the same
flowing red silk outfit seen in every photo ever taken, like it’s
attached somehow.
Her own brown wool uniform is a lot more practical.
Still, she’s looking forward to the time machine changing up
her clothes to match 21st century fashions. She could strangle
him with a historically-accurate spaghetti-strap if he comes
close enough...and if no one stops her.
Four newsmakers follow the First Senator. They take
close ups of depression-enhancing blue walls that someone
once thought would be soothing. They make rude faces
when they wander too close to detectives who are
questioning people who should’ve bathed days ago.
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Postrel never makes faces.
Like a bloody scarlet phoenix, the First Senator is in the
captain’s office, and then it’s just the three of them. Postrel
and Chu and him. The captain was smart enough to get out
of there. “It’s an honor to meet you, Detectives,” he says.
His vowels are longer than hers, drawn out. Could it be old
age is catching up to the cruel oppressor at last?
She replies, “You’re too kind.” There’s a framed photo
on the boss’s desk. She could slam a corner into his eye
socket, stir his brain a bit before Chu could stop her. If Chu
would stop her. The First Senator is not innocent of anything...except of finding a jury and executioner able to stand
against him.
The First Senator smirks like he knows her thoughts.
Maybe he does. “Thank you for your willingness to risk the
technology and discover what exactly happened the night of
my brother’s murder. Richard was very important to me.”
So important that he’s sending somewhat expendable
detectives to find out. Postrel understands why he wouldn’t
send more lauded ones: the technology is still shaky and no
future-based technicians have come back to help out. How
messed up does your present have to be for potential future
friends to decide not to render assistance?
Chu leans in like a mischievous child hoping to learn a
secret. “Can you tell us anything that might be missing from
the files?” He even winks.
Chu is such a fool. Even if the files are sparse after an
unfortunate data purge three hundred years back, the First
Senator clearly has a vested interest in this case. He’s gone so
far as to see them off. He’s not going to have left anything
out of a file he probably wrote himself. At the very least, the
First Senator personally approved all the information they
have.
The First Senator leans in to match Chu’s confidential
posture. They’re a study of opposites: whitening hair to
black, red silk to functional brown drab, ageless elegance to
energetic use. “You’ll be at a party,” he says. “There’ll be
plenty of suspects. I wasn’t there, so I don’t know much
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about it. You’ve got photos of the family house where
Richard lived at the time and where the party went down.”
He lowers his voice, and Chu practically tips into him
with his eagerness to attach an ear to the First Senator’s
mouth. Chu may not be trustworthy. “Remember that you
can’t change anything. I miss my brother, but I would never
have become First Senator if he’d lived. It would destabilize
our great society.”
Postrel stares into those deep dark eyes that have no
fear of the abyss. “I’ll do my best.” If saving the brother
means an end to tyranny, then all hail the bloodless
revolution.
The First Senator clasps their shoulders, and her insides
shrivel. She stays utterly still and resolves to wash that arm
twenty times after he’s gone. “Let’s go meet your team.”
He pushes her ahead of him, and the detectives meet
one last science consultant at the time machine’s plastic
doorframe. It’ll glow green, and they’ll walk through. Then,
instead of being next to the senior vice cop’s desk, they’ll be
in the 21st century. Whenever she uses her recall button, they
can return through whichever doorway they walk out of in
the past.
Chu is all smiles, and he bounces like a puppy. “I’m so
excited to be on this case, and I love your beard, sir,” he
gushes at the First Senator. Chu’s own mustache looks like
uneven dirt smudges on his upper lip.
The First Senator gives them both a benevolent nod,
somewhat marred by his never-ending smirking. “Good luck,
Detectives,” he says, “and don’t forget what I said in the
office.”
“I’ll interrogate the suspects, sir.” Postrel can’t say more
than that.
She can’t say: I’ll try to save your brother, sir. I’ll remember all
my duties, sir. I’ll do my best to erase your existence, sir.
The time machine trills its readiness, and she steps
through the doorway. The station is gone. The crowded
space and blue walls transform into a narrow hallway with
red and gold carpets, wallpaper with diddly little flowers, and
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a ridiculous amount of real wood for baseboards and
wainscoting. It smells like floral perfume.
Chu stumbles behind her. “Whoa,” he says. He’s been
practicing his local slang too.
She smooths her hands over her skirt. Her palms skid
out to the sides, and the skirt’s hem twitches in a circle
inches away from her ankles. That doesn’t seem right for
ladies’ 21st century American fashion. It should be more
streamlined, and probably slinkier, for party attire.
There’s a mirror above a pointlessly tiny table only a few
feet down the hall, and she swishes forward on the plush rug.
Her hair is arrayed in a circular poof, like a caramel-colored
halo with ringlets dripping down. A cobalt silk corset
confines her ribs. Postrel turns, and yes, it laces downward in
the back over a puffy skirt in the same color. “What on
earth?”
Either the machine’s clothing camouflage function is
broken, or this isn’t the 21st century.
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THE RINGERS
BY RAVEN OAK
Raven’s moody, numbingly creepy “The Ringers” takes its place with
underbelly-of-Yule stories like Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol and Susan
Cooper’s The Dark is Rising. The bold young heroine Elise fights for open
information in a way that strikes a chord in our own WikiLeaks world, while
Dekwood’s woolen mill suggests the sweatshop drudgery that lurks in the
heart of contemporary American Christmases. Magic and free thinking may
be victorious in the end, but jingle bells in the snow never inspired dread in
my belly until now.
–Maia Chance

I

t was an eerie fog if ever there was one.
If fog could envelop every pore of every creature,
even then it could not be as dense and adhering as it
was that night.
Far outside the grand city of Veleden cowered a village
of silence. Whereas you or I might expect sugarplums and
mirth in the early days of winter, the village of Dekwood
embraced grays and blacks as evening fell, and its people
secured their windows against the creeping fog.
Children buried themselves beneath well-worn quilts,
but they didn’t clamp their eyes shut. No, they slapped tiny
hands over their ears to ward off the jingle-jangle of horses’
reins as the Ringers approached.
A guardsman leaned across the jingle-jangle bridle of his
perfectly normal-looking horse as it crossed the threshold
into town. Snowflakes sprinkled across his red suit and
blended in with his white sash. The four men in his brigade,
if they could be called men, pulled up alongside him.
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Five muzzles puffed frost into the air.
Five men, skin haggard as it draped skeletal frames, sat
astride the white beasts.
Five days they would ride and rid Dekwood of those
unneeded, those too bold for purpose.
A lone child coughed as he huddled against a tree. Tears
mingled with snot as he muffled his cries with a ragged scarf.
The bells jangled, the eerie sound carrying through the eve
like a death keen. The child froze like the snow beneath him,
and five faces grinned.
Two weeks until Winter Solstice
The day we sought refuge in Dekwood held no special
purpose. Two seasons without work and my papa devised
our bold plan. We would load up our belongings in a simple
carriage and head north for better fortune.
I was fourteen, convinced I understood everything while
understanding very little. It was a dark time to travel, but my
mother’s womb thickened with my brother and food grew
scarce when the grand forests shriveled and died.
How does a forest die? Perhaps it was nothing more
than a lack of rain or some magician’s grim spell that
shriveled the leaves mid-summer and rotted the bark ’til the
logs fell without the help of a woodsman’s axe. If logging
was no longer lucrative, perhaps the more industrialized
work of Dekwood could line my papa’s pockets.
Five days’ travel had left me without purpose. I taxed
my mother’s patience as I spoke of a spell to change rain into
snow or the logic behind the life-giving elements that
connected all living creatures and powered the magics of our
world. When my feeble attempts to bring about snow froze
my mother’s morning tea, she hid my magical texts in a
locked trunk. Their absence didn’t stop me from walking
beside the carriage to draw upon the soil’s power. Every few
hours’ travel, I tugged the gloves from my fingers and spread
them across the hard earth to feel the thrum of magic
beneath me.
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And when my mother wasn’t watching, I’d whisper the
words to call forth a slight dusting of snow across my brow.
If she wondered why my red hair bore crystalline flecks, she
remained as silent as our days on the road.
On the sixth day of travel, heavy snowflakes tickled my
nose. They spread themselves across the hardened dirt road
which snaked north to Veleden and south to the City of
Escen. I’d never set foot in either, but I’d heard Tellers talk
of the great magistrates who managed the towns of the
North.
Rumors traveled about the Magistrate of Dekwood, an
ageless and grim man who ruled from a hillside mansion.
People said he mourned the loss of his sons. Whether from a
factory accident or illness, I refrained from asking. Such tales
were for children.
I was no mere child. I couldn’t be if I wished to study
magic. One day I would be a magician—capable of powerful
magics to bring the trees to bloom and the rivers to flow.
And force the clouds to snow.
I opened my mouth to inquire after Dekwood, but my
mother’s pursed lips left me silent. My feet ached, but
watching my mother struggle to maintain her posture on the
bumpy trail made me glad to be walking alongside the
carriage. Papa grinned down at me from the coachman’s seat.
No manor homes or farms dotted the countryside nor
any indication that we grew closer to our destination. I
wrinkled my nose when a snowflake graced it, and my
mother sighed. “Elise, if you continue to make such
expressions, you’ll gain wrinkles before you’re wed.”
Before my soon-to-be brother, an accident that puzzled
the Physics aplenty, my mother had spent her days raveling
yarn at the seamstress’s shop. Like a skein of yarn, wrinkles
twined their way across her forehead, and I grinned. “Yours
are what I love best about you.”
My brashness earned me another scowl before she
busied herself with her knitting.
I tried to follow the air across my mother’s belly to hear
the whispers of my brother—as the Physics had done when
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my mother had taken ill—but it was only wind to me, the
magic far beyond my abilities.
“Papa,” I said, and his wood-warped hands tightened on
the reins. “Will Dekwood have a school? Something beyond
the elementary standard? Perhaps someone with magical
knowledge to prepare me for the entrance exams?”
Firm fingers loosened their grip. “Any place that close
to the City of Veleden is bound to have something. You’ll be
back to your preparations in no time.”
Day ten brought us over yet another hill. A gritty forest
loomed ahead like something out of a nightmare, and I
shivered beneath my woolen cloak. “Are we to travel
through there?” I asked.
His skin paled as we observed the swaying tree-corpses
that cast long shadows across the trail. “Don’t tell your
mother. Go distract her while we pass.”
I peeked in the carriage’s window. My mother lay across
the crunchy, thin-padded seat, eyes closed and breath slow.
Her pale hair was messed against a pillow. “She’s sleeping.” I
glanced at the trees and whispered, “But let’s hurry.”
The whites of his eyes reflected his fear, an odd emotion
in a man who scaled great heights for his trade, and I
shivered.
“Agreed. Last we need is your mother carrying on about
evil curses cast upon our future.” My papa laid a superstitious hand upon his heart.
Winter tightened its grip on the dead oak, and their
bones shivered. Even barren, the trees’ branches stretched
across the sky and blotted out all light. Like the shriveled
fingers of the dead they drooped down and reached for us,
stealing our warmth and joy before we were more than a foot
into the woods.
Nothing lived in these trees.
No sound besides the muffled hoof beats in frozen
snow. No smell beyond the burn of cold air in the nostrils.
Branches snagged along my cloak, and I pulled it tighter
across my shoulders.
I held my breath ’til I thought I might burst. When I
glanced at the spot beside me, my papa did the same and I
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laughed. The glee bounced beyond us and reverberated back,
amplified and shrill.
“Hush,” he whispered.
Every now and again, the marks of a woodsmith scored
the narrow tree trunks, and a hollow log lay beside our path,
a fallen soldier in the battle of survival. And so we traveled
for nigh two candlemarks.
Just as we broke free of the forest, my mother sneezed
and startled a shrill cry from my lips. “Control yourself,
Elise,” she said through the carriage’s open front window.
“A young lady need not give in to such whimsies.”
She met my gaze but her death grip on her shawl relayed
how long she had been awake.
Papa tapped my shoulder.
Nestled among the countryside’s hills, homes rose from
the hard earth, their rooftops covered in winter and
chimneys smoking with warmth. A great warehouse marred
the image, as did the grim mansion on a hill. Dekwood.
Papa grinned. “Welcome home.”
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MR. AND MRS. MISTLETOE
BY MAIA CHANCE
Welcome to the retro-future, something different than the fairytale land in
which Maia Chance usually resides. This is easily my favorite work of Maia’s
as it both pokes fun at several local neighborhoods while serving as cheeky
social commentary on both gender roles and classism. Toss in the 1950’s
setting and you have a fabulous story reminiscent of The Stepford Wives and
Fallout®. Spinsters always get a bad rap—or they did until Miss Pynn!
–Raven Oak

S

pinsters always wear glasses—at least they do in the
movies. As though eye-slackening bookishness were
the outcome of a life without manly kisses.
I myself am a spinster, living out my days as
Mistlehurst’s town librarian in pilled wool and bunionprovoking shoes. And yes, I wear glasses. A cat eye pair, if
you must know, my lone tribute to fashion. To all
appearances I have nothing better to do on long winter
evenings than curl up with my robotic cat—purr switch set
to Hearthside Rumble—in front of my Nuclear Flame and
knit booties for other ladies’ babies.
And yet, with my glasses, I am able to see.

Paradoxically, at the moment my observational faculties
were being recruited, Dr. Cornelius’s examination room was
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a blur of steel and creamy green. I’d removed my glasses at
the good doctor’s request. They sat on a cart across the
room.
“Your appetite, Miss Pynne, you say it has diminished?”
“Well, it has never been good.” You look like a washboard
and a couple of broomsticks, Mother tells me. “Lately, however, I
find myself forgetting meals entirely.”
“I see.” Dr. Cornelius looked into one of my ears
through a probe. His bushy white beard brushed my cheek; I
held my breath. He checked the other ear. Then he pushed
his probe into the breast pocket of his white coat. “You may
sit up,” he said, rolling away on his stool to the desk.
I clutched the examination gown to my chest as I
struggled upright. For the first time, I noticed the mistletoe
ball—blurry, of course—dangling by a red ribbon, well, not
quite over the examination table, but close. How festive.
Dr. Cornelius’s back was to me as he scribbled something on a pad. “You have come down with female
prohenteriariosis,” he said without turning.
“I have? What...what is that?”
“The Victorians termed it hysteria” —Dr. Cornelius
chuckled— “but of course they were mistaken about many
things, foremost that it is not a disease of the womb but of
the brain.”
“I am not hysterical, Doctor. I have frequently heard the
complaint, indeed, that I am too stable. Even when little boys
run in the library, I do not—”
“Female prohenteriariosis takes many forms, although
its root cause is always the same.” He swiveled to face me.
“It is?” Why didn’t these medical gowns cover you up
properly?
“Oh-ho, yes.” Dr. Cornelius pointed at the mistletoe.
“The cause of your disease, Miss Pynne, is that you’re not a
Mrs.”
“What is the cure?”
Dr. Cornelius ripped the prescription from his pad and
passed it over. I couldn’t read it without my glasses. “Three
pills daily—you may cut them into quarters, as some find
them difficult to swallow. Do not be alarmed by their pink
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hue. I should add that it is perhaps not too late, Miss Pynne,
to harvest some of your ova and preserve them. Tremendous
scientific discoveries have been made.”
“I am quite, quite happy as an unmarried lady, Dr.
Cornelius.”
“Your health suggests otherwise. Miss Pynne—if I
may—it would be wise to engage in pastimes outside of the
confines of the library and the home—I understand you live
with your mother?”
“Yes.”
“The Mr. and Mrs. Mistletoe Pageant is tonight—”
“I have plans.” A lie, but I’d rather stick a pickle fork in
my cornea than attend that tribute to dental hygiene.
“I did not mean to suggest that you should view the
pageant—I suppose you wouldn’t have anything to wear—
it’s a formal event, you understand.”
“No....”
“However—well, as you know, I am a judge of the
pageant each year—the people of this town seem to believe I
have good judgment.”
“You’re a pillar of the community, Doctor. How many
babies did you deliver in the past year?”
“Forty-two.”
“Goodness gracious, we’ll have to build a new school.”
“A small matter has come up that, perhaps, you would
find diverting to assist me with. Will you assist me, Miss
Pynne?”
“Well....”
“It is for your own good.”
“What is the task?” I could already taste the sour rubtex
balloons and smell the atomo-perc coffee.
“The pageant scepter has been stolen.”
“Oh, dear me. Was it valuable?”
“What sort of question is that, Miss Pynne?” Dr.
Cornelius’s cheeks turned a blurred cherry-red.
“Oh, I did not mean—”
“That scepter sits at the very center of everything
Mistlehurst stands for—the New American Territories
Dream! Prosperity, tradition, Christmas, home. At the end of
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each year, Mr. and Mrs. Mistletoe, a handsome, prosperous
man and his beautiful wife, stand hand in hand together at
the helm of Mistlehurst’s bright future. A future filled, not
with subpars and limp morals and filth but with intelligent,
well-proportioned families, all with beautifully-formed work
ethics.” Dr. Cornelius was breathless. I dared not wipe away
the fleck of his spittle that had landed on my cheek. “You do
not talk much with the townspeople, do you, Miss Pynne?”
“In the library, we whisper—”
“You are too meek. Too eager to obey instructions. You
keep quiet as a mouse, don’t you?”
I pictured the pot roast-shaped silhouette of my mother
before the light of the megavision screen. She said I was too
meek, too obedient, mousy.
“I do have Tykes’ Story Hour at three o’clock,” I said to
Dr. Cornelius, “and I simply couldn’t miss that, but Mrs.
Orville comes in to volunteer at the library this morning. She
could surely look after things for a few hours, couldn’t she?”
“How seriously you take your little job at the library,
Miss Pynne.”
“I will find your scepter, Doctor.”
“I hope you will. We cannot complete the pageant
tonight without it.” Dr. Cornelius described how the six-year
reigning Mrs. Mistletoe, Mary Chadwick of 151 Montcrest
Avenue, had talkaphoned him just before my appointment
that morning to report that the scepter had been stolen from
her home. “I am extremely busy, Miss Pynne, and today no
fewer than five women are due to give birth, so you finding
the scepter, well, it will not only be helping you, it will be
helping me, too.”
“One-fifty-one Montcrest Avenue,” I said. “Should I
begin there?”
“Miss Pynne, I did not like to say it, but female
prohenteriariosis is a...well, it is a degenerative condition. If
you are to slow its terrible tide, you must take charge of
matters. Talkaphone me the moment you locate the scepter,
please.” Dr. Cornelius left.
I wiped the spittle fleck from my cheek, hurried back
into my glasses, dressed, and tidied my hair. I went out to the
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waiting room with its tank of rubtex Reel-Fish and walls
thick with photographs of babies Dr. Cornelius had
delivered. Newborn babies all look the same, don’t they?
At the desk, Miss Gint was occupied on the talkaphone.
I waited patiently. I am an excessively patient lady. A
red-ribboned ball of mistletoe dangled even here, as though
poor Miss Gint would like to kiss every rashy, feverish, or
decaying person who stopped at her desk.
I settled my bill and went outside onto Main Street.
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